WORK ASSIGNMENT

Love letter to a
lost New York

Feature photographer Tim Fadek documented the last months of
the Subway Inn, one of New York’s much-loved dive bars and which has now
fallen victim to the city’s relentless march of gentrification.

‘C

’mon, I know you’re on the job,
drinks are on us.’ It was the standard
response when Tim Fadek tried to
pay for drinks at the Subway Inn, when he
first discovered the bar in his student days.
For the bartender it was inconceivable that
the two tough-looking guys – Tim with his
shaved head and his tall, muscular friend Billy
– could possibly be art students. He assumed
they were narcs (undercover narcotics
agents) and refused to accept their money.
‘It went on for a number of weeks,’ explains
Tim, ‘until we finally managed to convince
him by showing our student IDs from the
New York School of Visual Arts.’ Although the
free drinks stopped after that, the bar became
a favourite hang out for Tim and his friends.
Two decades on, Tim was saddened
when he read about the joint’s looming
closure. Having build a career as a
successful feature photographer, he
decided to revisit his old student haunt
to chronicle the last few months of this
colourful and diverse New York institution.
‘Not much had changed over the last
20 years’, he says. ‘It was one of those
places, where you could let your hair down
and dress any way you want. The clientele
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was a cross section of the New York City
demographic, including everybody from
shop girls and construction workers to
executives from Bloomberg, who had their
offices just one block away. In one corner
you find the scruffy weirdos and in the
other, the hip kids drinking before going
clubbing. There was no pretence and it was
surprisingly safe considering the amount
of bar fights happening in other places.’

It was one of those places,
where you could let your
hair down and dress any
way you want.
The Subway Inn opened in 1937, a
few years after the end of prohibition.
After 77 years of serving New York, the
joint was forced to close, because its
premises are to be replaced with a more
profitable high-rise residential block.
The Big Apple has always been an evolving
city, with new shops, businesses and people
migrating between neighbourhoods,
but the pace of gentrification has
accelerated in recent years and it’s not
just in New York. London, Berlin, Paris,

Johannesburg – metropolises all over the
world are changing at an alarming pace.
The problem is that the influx of a wealthier
population, improved schools, new shops
and better services will also often bring
an increase in rents and cost of living. This
forces some businesses and residents out
of the area, taking away the character and
ambiance that made an place attractive in
the first place. Tim says, ‘The gentrification in
recent decades is far more disruptive than
the normal changes New York has gone
through. It’s often only high-end clothing
stores, chains or banks than can afford
the increased rents, so the independent
shops, cafes and bars that helped form the
social fabric of the city disappear. It makes
the city more and more homogenised
and like any other around the world.’
What makes the loss of these bars more
significant than just the closure of a venue,
is that New York lacks public space, so

RIGHT: This is Steve Glick, a 66-year-old security guard
who doesn’t drink, but who stops by to dance to the
tunes on the jukebox. D800, AF-S NIKKOR 28mm
f/1.8G, ISO 1600, 1/30s @ f11 with an SB-910 on TTL.
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dive bars are some of the few affordable
places to meet outside the heavily branded
environments of Starbucks and McDonalds.
‘This assignment is a simple story and
many see just pictures of a dark bar.’
says Tim. ‘But for me it’s also about the
idea of democracy, of a community of
people of various social levels. This project
is my contribution to the dialogue.’
For Tim, his chosen profession awakened
his desire to make the world a better place. As
he recalls. ‘When I discovered the power of
photography as a mode of communication,
I became politically and socially very aware. I
felt empowered that I could communicate
with photographs. I realised that my work in
marketing and advertising had been quite
empty, which compelled me to change
career. It might sound naive, but I still feel like
I want to contribute in my own way and
expose everything from refugee crises to the
Subway Inn gentrification story.’
Tim shot this project in black and white,
not only because the different background
colours made colour images seem disjointed,
but also because he felt black and white
would lend the images a timeless feel. He
says, ‘My inspiration was a young Danish
photographer called Anders Petersen, who
documented the life inside a bar in the 70s
in black and white, as well as Weegee, who
worked in New York in the 40s. Their work
still resonates with us in the 21st century.’
The owners of the bar have since managed
to secure new premises a few blocks away
from the original. They’ve painstakingly
re-created the look of the original Subway
Inn, using the old neon signs and original
furniture. An interior designer tried to
replicate the look of the old joint with similar
floor and ceiling tiles, but Tim didn’t warm
to it. ‘It’s a fake facsimile of the original.
It shares the space with a chicken wing
takeout place and the pungent aroma of
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In Weegee’s footsteps
Tim’s images are a homage to the 40s news photographer who
stalked New York around the time the bar opened. He explains how
he achieved the look and made people forget the camera.

‘I

shot all images with direct, on-camera
flash not only because the walls and
ceilings were too dark to bounce the
light off, but also because I liked the look.
It gives you the feeling that you are in a
1940s film noir movie and Weegee is the
director. I wanted to replicate his news
photography style from the 40s. I could also
have shot it by pumping up the ISO, but it
would have looked completely different.

Tim Fadek

tim@timothyfadek.com
www.timothyfadek.com

Clients
Magazines, including the
Wall Street Journal, Time
Magazine, Stern and
National Geographic

‘To most people there, I
became almost invisible
and they just ignored me.’

barbeque fried chicken is a huge distraction.
It’s still called the Subway Inn, although it’s
two blocks away from the subway. I have
no connection to this place and I didn’t
see any of the regulars. They’re probably
looking for somewhere more authentic.’
For Tim this project became more than
reportage. ‘It’s a love letter to a piece of
lost New York.’ he says. ‘It’s my personal,
visual statement as a New Yorker, born
and raised, on a part of the city that’s
now gone, which tears my heart out.’
‘More generally speaking, I think there
is a lot going for covering stories in your
own city, in your own backyard. If you cover
something local, rather than parachuting

into some exotic setting, you know the
neighbourhood, you speak the language,
you have a connection to the story. It makes
it personal and of course, if your heart is in
it, photo editors can feel that there’s a depth
to the images. It gives you a greater chance
of getting published and of being able to
contribute to the discussion. Then you can
really make a difference with your images.’
For more of Tim’s work, visit
www.timothyfadek.com
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PREVOUS PAGE, LEFT: The view from the other side
of the bar. Tim got an insight into the often close bond
between the bar staff and regulars.
D800, AF-S NIKKOR 28mm f/1.8G, ISO 1600, 1/30s @
f11 with an SB-910 on TTL.
PREVIOUS PAGE: This project resonated with New
Yorkers and was published on The New York Times
Lens blog as well as in the New York Newspaper, The
Village Voice.
D800, AF-S NIKKOR 28mm f/1.8G, ISO 1600, 1/30s @
f11 with an SB-910 on TTL.
TOP LEFT: The Subway Inn, where people from all
walks of life mixed, shaping its unpretentious and
gregarious atmosphere.
D800, AF-S NIKKOR 28mm f/1.8G, ISO 1600, 1/30s @
f11 with an SB-910 on TTL.
TOP RIGHT A couple in one of the more private
booths of the bar. D800, AF-S NIKKOR 28mm f/1.8G,
ISO 1600, 1/30s @ f11 with an SB-910 on TTL.

‘I set my SB-910 on TTL, to be able to
react quickly to the people around me. I find
it a huge advantage that the Nikon SB-910
flash is always consistent. There wasn’t
a single shot that over or underexposed,
which is something I don’t take for granted.
‘I also liked the feel of the D800. I felt
comfortable holding the camera in one hand
for four to six hours at a time and never felt
fatigued – that’s all down to the ergonomics
of the grip. I like the set up of the D800
with the 28mm f/1.8 lens. It’s very light, big
enough for people to take you seriously as
a photographer, but not so big that they
see the camera before they see you.
’I wanted natural, unposed images, so
I took my time. Some of the photos taken
in the booths are quite intimate. I would
often just sit with people, chatting for

20 minutes or so – not just about this
project and my connection to the bar, but
also about all kinds of things. Once people
got comfortable, they really didn’t care about
me taking photos. To most people there, I
became almost invisible and they just ignored
me. I think that was also a function of time.
‘If I wanted to take a photo of a group,
I would approach them and explain the
project. People would look at the camera
and start posing, so I would say “you
don’t have to pose, the pictures are much

better if you don’t, just do your thing”.
‘If I was just reacting to what
was happening – for example if
somebody just started dancing – I
would just take the photo and explain
afterwards. Everybody understood
and just said “he’s the camera guy”.
‘Of course some would politely decline
to have their photo taken, but I can
understand that, too. Everybody was
very friendly though and positive about
my project, which of course helped.’

Why Nikon
I chose Nikon DSLRs for
technical reasons. Even
in the Swedish winter,
when I first tried one, the
battery lasted all day and
holding it on the back of
a snowmobile all day was
comfortable. The image
quality is great – the colour
was perfect right out of the
camera. The file size of the
D800 is very impressive – I
don’t normally need it, but a
couple of times I could crop
a horizontal picture vertically
and it was still more than
adequate for a cover.
What’s in the bag
Two D800s, SB-910 Flash
and AF-S NIKKOR 28mm
f/1.8G, AF Nikkor 85mm
f/1.4D IF.
Next piece of
equipment
I always have my eye on
the next model camera.
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Nikon 800

AF-S NIKKOR
28mm f/1.8G

AF Nikkor 85mm
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SB-910
Speedlight
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